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About This Game

RPG/Idle hybrid about becoming the most powerful wizard there is. Pick a class, get a pet, configure and improve your
character in a miriad ways!

Starting out as a humble Apprentice, unlock and learn to use an arsenal of various tools and choices at your disposal to become a
powerful wizard!

The further you go into the game, the more options you have to customize your Class and overall gameplay, with features
including, but not limited to:

12 core character classes to choose from, including both classical fantasy sorcerers and unorthodox magic-wielders - with an
option to play as one of 6 powerful Hybrid classes later in the game

Over 20 various Pets to choose from, all with unique abilities coming in handy for various Classes, gameplay goals and progress
levels

Over a hundred unique Spells with varying effects, from simple profit gains to accelerating time, summoning aid, helping you
long term, boosting your XP next playthrough and many more
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Over a hundred items, some even forming item sets, to boost various aspects of game, from helping you level your Pet or collect
Spell charges to changing the way your Spells work, granting new ones or even changing the way your Class behaves

Attribute system to further help you specialize your Class

Hundreds upon hundreds of upgrades and achievements

Challenge runs with a specific sets of rules and goals, granting permanent bonuses to all of your runs.
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